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Elsewhere’s 
QueerLab tells 
queer stories

BY AUBREY KING
Staff Writer

Perched between the Artmongerz Gallery 
and Table 16 downtown sits an interesting 
museum. Reanimating an old thrift shop, 
Elsewhere adds a splash of joy to the 
downtown and Greensboro communities 
with an open atmosphere and various 
workshops.

Described by its employees as a living 
museum. Elsewhere allows its customers 
to explore an ever-evolving museum 
atmosphere while also serving as a meeting 
place for various workshops.

A more recent Elsewhere project, the 
QueerLab program brings together local 
youth for discussion of the LGBTQA 
lifestyle in North Carolina.

“QueerLab is a group of queer identifying 
youth that come together and work as an 
editorial team on the magazine ‘I Don’t Do 
Boxes,”’ said senior and Elsewhere intern 
Sam Metzner. “I think it’s a really awesome 
way to get youth to feel empowered and let 
them share their voices and experiences.”

Past “I Don’t Do Boxes” publications 
live on the Elsewhere website, and they 
offer a fascinating perspective on life in 
North Carolina. Featuring poetry, stories 
and even recorded music, “I Don’t Do 
Boxes” combines multimedia in a deeply 
meaningful way.

The most recent issue of “I Don’t Do 
Boxes,” “Out Loud” incorporates sound 
into the magazine in creative ways.

“‘Out Loud’ invited queer youth, 
musicians and artists to explore the power of 
voice in different ways,” reads the editorial 
board’s description of the magazine 
from their website. “An accompanying 
compilation of music, sounds and 
recordings offer listeners everything from 
raucous punk anthems to ambient noise 
experiments, queer oral histories and queer- 
hop beats.”

Though both the QueerLab and “I Don’t 
Do Boxes” offer valuable experiences, they 
work best when they come together and 
discussion and expression work as one.

“Having other means of expressing 
ourselves and our creativity, such as music 
and writing, not only provides a great way of 
working through our own struggles but also 
creates something that other members of 
our community can identify and empathize 
with,” said an Early College junior who 
asked to remain unidentified.

The collaboration centers on Elsewhere 
itself The small museum serves as a 
gathering and work place for the workshop 
participants and editors of the magazine.
The space feels friendly and warm and 
seems to draw passersby from off the street.

“(My first time visiting Elsewhere) 
must’ve been my freshman year,” said 
Page High School student and frequent 
Elsewhere visitor Naomi Onadein in an 
email interview. “My friend and I were 
downtown, saw the swings out front and 
thought ‘this must be a cool place.’”

Though the museum will not open again 
until April, the experience of visiting is 
worth the wait. As any interested museum- 
goer makes their way inside, they are greeted 
by friendly staff and an eclectic atmosphere.

Everything from child’s toys to old 
journals and diaries line the shelves and 
walls of the enchanting main room. Set 
to the side, a small library of fascinating 
volumes of all shapes, sizes and types 
line the walls. In the back, a more open 
space allows ample room for meetings and 
discussions.

It is a distinct space, and distinct places 
breed unique ideas. One cannot help but 
feel creative wandering through Elsewhere.

Elsewhere offers the community a 
wonderful space to simply enjoy themselves 
while the QueerLab and “I Don’t Do 
Boxes” offer the local LGBTQA a place to 
learn and share. Together, they are quite a 
potent combination.

Students practice self-love during 
Eating Disorder Awareness Week

BY JULIET MAGOON
Staff Writer

“I had no idea.”
This statement, the theme of National 

Eating Disorder Awareness Week 2015, 
serves as a testament to the unfortunate 
truth that eating disorders are too often 
overlooked or misdiagnosed. NEDA Week 
highlights the importance of recognizing 
eating disorders and their early warning 
signs.

“In the United States alone, 30 million 
people win be impacted by an eating 
disorder at some point in their lifetime,” 
according to the National Eating Disorders 
Association. “Eating disorders can include 
extreme emotions, attitudes and behaviors 
surrounding weight and food issues.

“These conditions affect all kinds of 
people and don’t discriminate by race, age, 
sex or size.”

From Feb. 23-27, sophomores Darion 
Bayles and Molly Anne Marcotte 
coordinated and held events on campus in 
acknowledgment of NEDA Week.

“No one realizes how common eating 
disorders are,” said Bayles. “It is much 
more than the stereotype of it only being 
experienced by young white women.”

Tabling during lunch hours in Founders 
provided students with information on 
eating disorders. During tabhng, students 
were granted the opportunity to write 
down an insecurity to be burned at a “burn 
your insecurities” bonfire on Friday. Those 
passing by also signed the “All Bodies Are 
Beautiful” pledge.

By signing the pledge, students offered 
their names to be included in the upcoming 
“All Bodies Are Beautiful” mural.

“We have received over 100 signatures 
for the mural,” said Bayles. “The mural will 
be used as a way to encourage awareness of 
eating disorders visually, but it is also meant 
to support those who are suffering from 
eating disorders on campus.”

The mural will hang in Founders 
as a reminder to all of the significance 
of practicing selflove and acceptance. 
Although NEDA Week has passed, 
encouraging healthy discourse surrounding 
disordered eating is just as vital.

“College campuses often provide a 
breeding ground for eating disorders with a 
high-stress, competitive environment, away 
from parental supervision, and so much 
freedom over food choices,” said Marcotte. 
“In addition, due to the epidemic of sexual 
violence on college campuses, we need to 
be especially mindful of eating disorders 
because they are a common coping 
mechanism for sexual and other types of 
trauma.”

95 percent of those who have eating- 
disorders are between the ages of 12 and 
25.8, according to the National Association 
of Anorexia Nervosa and Associated 
Disorders.

Within this margin, female-identified 
people are considered to be more at risk.
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(Top) Students wrote down their insecurities on pieces of paper in Founders Hall as part of 
National Eating Disorder Awareness Week programming. (Middle) Darion Bayles '17 is 
seen later placing the pieces of paper in the "burn your insecurities" bonfire in The Hut.

“Currendy, the media portrays eating 
disorders as a white woman’s disease, which 
is extremely limiting given the scope of 
demographics in those affected by eating 
disorders,” said Marcotte. “Eating disorders 
still face much scrutiny, and oftentimes are 
presumed to be an autonomous choice 
of vanity to be thin versus a complex 
biopsychosocial disease.”

Cases of male-identified people with 
eating disorders are far less common, 
leading to the issue of underreporting and 
fear of speaking out.

“(Male-identified people) are afraid that 
if others know that they’re suffering from a 
woman-stereotyped disorder that they will 
look like less of a man,” said Bayles.

Research suggests that one in 10 people 
living with eating disorders are male- 
identified. However, according to Eating 
Disorders Victoria, this figure greatly 
underrepresents true prevalence of males 
suffering from eating disorders.

“It is most important to recognize that 
the underlying issues, physical dangers and 
emotional anguish associated with eating 
disorders are consistent across the genders,” 
according to the website.

“It is important to note that the treatment 
services available, such as psychotherapy, 
nutritional advice and support groups 
are equally as effective in treating males, 
and the prospect of recovery is equally as 
realistic and available to males experiencing 
an eating disorder as it is to females.”

It is time to expand the discussion here 
at Guilford.

“It doesn’t seem like we have much 
programming around eating disorders at 
Guilford so I really appreciate the dialogue 
being opened up,” said senior Chelsea 
Yarborough.

If you or someone you know is showing 
si^s of an eating disorder or struggling 
with one, the counseling center on campus 
offers free and confidential services.

“Take a trusted friend if you need 
one, and know that the staff will always 
be compassionate and understanding,” said 
Marcotte. “In addition, Kristie Wyatt and 
myself in the wellness education department 
can help point you in the right direction for 
resources and support.”

If you have any questions or need 
someone to talk to, you can reach Guilford’s 
counseling services at (336) 316-2163.
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